HOW TO
CREATE A
MOODBOARD
FOR YOUR
BRAND
KEEP READING

What is a Moodboard?
A moodboard is a succinct collection of visual elements that help define the direction of your brand. It can include
themes, colors, moods, textures, aesthetic and context. A moodboard will help you generate ideas, visualize the
direction of your business and attach emotions to your brand.

Step One: Define Your Brand
Before you can search for inspiration for your brand, you need to have a clear idea of your
brand values, target audience and brand tone.

Brand Values

Brand Tone

List the core values of your company: what you and
your company stand for.

List 3-8 adjectives (feminine, loud, luxury,
playful, etc.) that describe your brand.

Target Audience
Describe your target audience: age, gender, interests, occupation, location, etc.

Step Two: Collect Inspiration
Moodboard inspiration can come from virtually anywhere, the most important part is to find inspiration and
save it all in one place, so you can easily whittle down later.

Using Pinterest to Gather Inspiration
Starting with stock image sites and social media can help you to find images that could form part of your moodboard.

Create a board on Pinterest to save your brand inspiration to.
Search Pinterest for images, fonts, patterns and other designs
that relate to the tone of your brand.
Search stock sites (Unsplash, Pixabay) for images, fonts,
patterns and other designs that relate to the tone of your
brand. You can upload these as Pins to your board.
Look at Instagram and take screenshots of posts that align
with your brand tone and aesthetic. You can upload these as
Pins to your board.

Look at books + magazines and take pictures of pages +
images that resonate with you. Take a walk or visit some of
your favorite places and take photos. Upload these to Pinterest.
Pin a minimum of 30 images that define the style you want.
Review your Pins and remove any that do not align with your
brand tone adjectives.
Add additional Pins until you have 30-60 Pins that
accurately represent your brand. Make sure each brand
adjective is present.

Evaluating Your Inspiration
Once you have a collection of images for inspiration, you can identify trends in colors,
mood, white space and even patterns and textures. Look for:

Line Weights: Are the lines in illustrations, fonts or graphics bold or thin, modern or traditional in feel, detailed or clean?
Typography: Did you select a variety of fonts or are they similar? Are the fonts bold or thin, delicate or quirky?
What emotion do they convey?
White Space: Are the images spacious or do images and graphics fill the frame?
Colors: Do you notice colors that repeat in several images? Do you recognize a season in the colors you choose?

Narrow It Down
It is best to narrow down your original 30-60 Pins to just 8-10 options that best represent your brand and feel aligned with your
target audience. By narrowing down your selections, it will make you think critically about what really represents your business
and how your want to portray it. When selecting the final elements for your moodboard, make sure that you are focusing on
your brand values, tone and target audience. You can keep revising your selections until collectively they feel like the intended
vibe, emotion and aesthetic of your brand.

Step Three: Put It Together
Take those 8-10 options and place them in a moodboard using an online tool such as Canva or using a professional
program such as Adobe Photoshop. Mix and match until you get a combo that feels right. For example:

Color

Pattern

Texture

Lifestyle

Font

Lifestyle

Texture

Pattern

Color

Put It In Practice
Review the moodboards below and identify the brand adjectives that define them. Try finding the common themes
within them as well. Do the colors work together? Do they collectively create a vibe/mood? Do the fonts feel similar?

What adjectives would you use to describe this moodboard?

What adjectives would you use to describe this moodboard?

What adjectives would you use to describe this moodboard?

What adjectives would you use to describe this moodboard?

Inspiration vs. Imitation
While a branding moodboard can be an invaluable tool for envisioning the look and feel of your visual brand, it is
important to remember that your moodboard is a guide, not part of your finished brand. The images and designs you
have found to inspire your brand should never be copied or used without appropriate copyright licenses.

A Few Things To Keep In Mind

If you find work you like, try to pinpoint the core concept, style or process you are drawn to.
Images on Google or social media sites are likely to be subject to copyright.
If you are using images from stock sites be sure that you understand when and how to credit the creators.
Most vector artwork (even purchased) cannot be used in a logo.
Fonts must be purchased. If a designer uses a premium font in your brand you will both need to purchase a license.
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